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TRANSCRIPT

Creating a Colour Wheel from Primary Hues 
(CMY)

Let’s try the other colour wheel. Okay. Okay! We can see that this yellow is a lot more lemony, clearer... More pure. 
This one has definitely got more warm undertones to it, it’s more golden in appearance already. Let’s make the 
middle orange first. Now let’s make a more yellow. More yellow, less pink. Now more pink, less yellow. Now let’s 
try working with that blue. We want the one that looks a little bit more like cyan which is this one. We’re doing blue 
with a tiny bit of yellow. And then we want a medium green so we put a little more yellow. Pink, with a tiny bit of 
blue. Now we’re going to add a little bit more blue and make a medium purple. 

You can see with these two colour wheels, there’s already a significant difference between the kinds of purples that 
you’re able to make. These purples between the magenta and cyan are significantly more cool, more clear, less 
muddy looking, they look a little bit more pure. They look like more of what you might think of when you think of 
purple. These ones on this side look a little bit more murky, they look a little bit brown. 

This one’s even a little bit hard to describe; Is it brown? Is it... Grey? It’s some kinda neutral. But in any case this is 
what you can learn by just mixing together the different paint colours. Obviously you could do this with your dyes 
and you could dye a colour wheel and be a little bit more precise about the amounts of dye that you’re using. But 
with the water colours, I’m just approximating the mixing so that I can produce the range of hues in between the 
primary colours. 

This is really quick, this is really simple, you could also do another set of colour wheels working with maybe this 
yellow and this red and another blue or something like that. And then, looking at your pallet of colours, there’s a lot 
of pre-mixed dyes that you can also buy in any one of these colours. This is an easy way to make an approximation 
of what the dyes will look like once you start to mix them together. 

The next exercise we’re gonna do is to look at trying to make a muddy colour out of the primary colours that we’re 
working with here.


